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This paper deals with dynamic analysis of Pipeline Inspection Gauge (PIG) flow control in

natural gas pipelines. The dynamic behaviour of PIG depends on the pressure differential

generated by injected gas flow behind the tail of the PIG and expelled gas flow in front of its

nose. To analyze dynamic behaviour characteristics (e.g. gas flow, the PIG position and

velocity) mathematical models are derived. Two types of nonlinear hyperbolic partial

differential equations are developed for unsteady flow analysis of the PIG driving and expelled

gas. Also, a non-homogeneous differential equation for dynamic analysis of the PIG is given.

The nonlinear equations are solved by method of characteristics (MaC) with a regular

rectangular grid under appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Runge-Kutta method is

used for solving the steady flow equations to get the initial flow values and for solving the

dynamic equation of the PIG. The upstream and downstream regions are divided into a number

of elements of equal length. The sampling time and distance are chosen under Courant

-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) restriction. Simulation is performed with a pipeline segment in the

Korea gas corporation (KOGAS) low pressure system, Ueijungboo-Sangye line. The simulation

results show that the derived mathematical models and the proposed computational scheme are

effective for estimating the position and velocity of the PIG with a given operational condition

of pipeline.
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Nomenclature----------
A : Pipe cross section area [m2

]

c : Wave speed [m/s]
C : Linear damping coefficient of PIG

[Ns/m]

Cc : Convection heat transfer coefficient

[W/m2 K]
C; : Specific heat at constant volume

[J/kgK]

d : Internal diameter of pipe [rn]
e : Internal energy per unit mass [J/kg]
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: Darcy friction coefficient

: Braking force [N]
: Friction force per unit pipe length

[N/m]
: Friction force between PIG and pipe

wall' including [N]

: Static friction force

: Dynamic friction force

: PIG driving force [N]

: Gravity acceleration [m/S2]
: Pipe head loss [m]

: Pipe wall roughness [m]

: Wear factor per distance travel [N/m]

: Length of pipeline [m]

: Length of PIG [m]

: Hydraulic mean radius of pipe [m]

: Weight of PIG [kg]
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P : Flow pressure [N/m 2
]

q : Compound rate of heat inflow per unit

area of pipe wall [W'/m 2
]

R : Gas constant [J/kgK]
S : Perimeter of pipe [m]

T : Flow temperature [K]

Text : Seabed temperature [K]

u : Flow velocity [m/s]

x : Distance from pipe inlet [m]

XPiC : Position of PIG [m]

VPlC : Velocity of PIG [rn/s]

Greeks
r : The ratio of specific heat

!.I : Kinetic viscosity of flow [m2/s]

p : Fluid density [kg/m3
]

Subscripts
L, R, M, N, S, 0, P: The grid points, and

0, I : The points at inlet and outlet of pipeline

1. Introduction

Pipelines are the most common way and the

safest method to transport oil and gas products.

During operation, the walls of pipelines suffer a

deterioration process and pipeline conditions get

worse. Therefore, the pipeline's hydraulic

efficiency decreases and it leads to more high

operation expensive due to the high pumping

costs. The reduction of the efficiency results from

two factors: the increase of pipe wall's roughness

and the reduction of the internal diameter. To

prevent above factors, pipeline must be pigged

regularly. The tool used for pigging is called

Pipeline Inspection Gauge (PIG). The PIG is a

device which is inserted into a pipeline and

travels throughout the pipeline to be inspected. It

plays a major role in pipeline operation such as

maintaining continuous operation and maximum

efficiency by removing any debris and deposit

restricting the flow. Furthermore, it plays a role

in monitoring the physical conditions of the

pipeline. The PIG is the most effective when it

runs at a near constant speed but will not be

effective when it runs at too high speed. The

typical speeds for pigging are about 1-5 m/s for

on-stream liquids and 2-7 m/s for on-stream gas

(Cordell and Vanzout, 1999). So, prediction of

the velocity of the PIG is very important before

we operate it.

The PIG is driven by injected gas flow behind

its tail and expelled gas flow in front of its nose.

That is, the dynamics behaviour of the PIG

depends on the different pressure across its body.

To estimate the velocity of the PIG, the transient

mathematical models are formulated as the fol

lowing two models:

- Unsteady flow analysis of the PIG driving gas

and of the expelled gas.

- Dynamics analysis of the PIG.

To understand the dynamic behaviour of the

PIG, the governing nonlinear hyperbolic partial

differential equations of flows must be solved

together with the PIG dynamic equation. Results

of research on the motion of the PIG in pipeline

are scarcely found in the literatures. Some works

relating to this subject have been reported. Az

evedo et al. (1995), simplified the solution with

assumption of incompressible and steady state of

flow. J. M. M. Out (1993), used Lax-Wendroff

scheme for the integration of gas equations with

adaptation of finite difference grid. The grid has

to be continuously updated with the PIG position

and the flow values at the new grid points are

estimated by interpolation. P. C. R. Lima (1999),

solved this problem by using one-dimensional

semi-implicit finite difference scheme. The

nonlinear algebraic equations at each time step

are solved by adopting Newton's method. In this

paper, we use method of characteristics (MOC)

with regular rectangular grid to solve the prob

lem. Usually, MOC is used to solve the nonlinear

hyperbolic partial differential equations (J. A.
Fox, 1977; E. B. Wylie et al., 1993; J. A. C.

Kentfield, 1993; B. K. Hodge and K. Koenig,

1995; W. G. Sim and J. H. Park, 1997). This
method IS employed to transform partial

differential equations (PDE) to ordinary

differential equations (ODE). The ODEs are then

integrated along the corresponding characteristic

lines to generate a set of explicit finite differential

representations to be evaluated with suitable
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conditions. This approach is quite efficient for

modelling the rapid flow transient. The reliability

and accuracy of this method can be found in

references. The simulation results in this paper

also show that the solution for PIG dynamics

problem by using MOC with proposed com

putational scheme is converged with appropriate

small sampling time and distance.

The gas upstream and downstream of the PIG
are divided into a number of elements of equal

length. The sampling distance and time are cho

sen under the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL)

restriction. For each gas element, the flow funda

mental equations are solved to give the change in

the flow dynamics at the end of a time step. The

gas pressures at the front and tail of the PIG are

then calculated. From these pressures, the PIG
driving force is derived and its dynamic equation

is solved to get its position and velocity. With the

calculated values for the PIG dynamics, we derive

the boundary conditions at its tail and nose , and

use these values when we solve the flow dynamics.

The gas flow and the PIG dynamics calculations

are repeated until the PIG arrives at the end of

pipeline. (5)

The fluid variables p, p, u must be solved at

each location x and time t, The value of F) is

calculated as shown In Appendix. The

mathematical description of the heat rate term, q,

in Eq. (4) is dependent on the problem

assumptions. Because there is no heat producing

in flow, q could be evaluated as a quasi-steady

heat transfer from the surrounding environment

to the gas:

(3) the pipe center line is in a horizontal or

near horizontal line to ignore the effect of grav ity.

(4) the friction factor is a function of wall

roughness and Reynolds number. Steady state

values are used in transient calculations,

(5) the flow of gas is quasi-steady heat flow.

The unsteady flow dynamics can be modelled

based on four fundamental fluid dynamic

equations: continuity equation, momentum

equation, state equation and energy equation re

spectively as follows:

fJ' 1
Ffil} x...,I'lJ-'!

PIG flow in the natural gas pipeline

FI'}

Fig. 1

2. Modeling

The scheme of PIG flow in pipeline is given in

Fig. 1.

With assumption of ideal gas, internal energy

per unit mass can be given by e= Cv T . Using Eq.

(3), we can rewrite Eq . (4) in the following form:

ap ap au r-IaF+Uax +r~=---x-(FfU+qS) (6)

(7)

2.1 Gas flow model

2.1.1 Governing dynamic equations

We assume as the following:

(I) the natural gas is ideal and flow is one

phase,
(2) pipeline internal diameter is constant, and

the pipe wall thickness is large enough to ignore

the radial deformation,

Eqs. (I) , (2) and (6) can be rewritten in the

following form:

aU +A~=B
at ax

where,

U= [p U p)T,
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Fig. 2 Backward and forward characteristics using
in MOe

The nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential

system of equations [Eq. (7)J is transformed into

ODEs which can be integrated by finite differ

ences. Matrix A has 3 real eigenvalues A:

tl=[u u+C u-cJ c= rrP, , 'Vp

t t,

L

I
I '"

o

where,

along the characteristic line:

and we can choose the corresponding left

eigenvectors v:

(16)

( 17)

(19)

(18)

(22)

aI., 1997):

Llt<I~1u±c

Figure 2 shows the relationship between fluid

variables P, p, u at the time step tj and at

preceeding time step tj--l. Using Eqs. (10)-(12)

under description of variables shown in Fig. 2, we

can derive the variables P, p, u at grid point P
from previous calculated grid points L, N, and

O. Firstly, we get flow parameters at grid points

R, M, 5 from linear interpolation formula. Then,

we integrate Eqs. (10)-(12) along the corre

sponding characteristic lines dx/dt to get the

desired variables.

X -X (X X) (UN+CN)LltR- N- N- L Llt

XM=XN-(XN- Xd u~~t

X -X (X V) (UN-CN)Llt
s- N- N-AO dx

PP r X
~+~
PR Ps

[( UR - us)+ CR ~ Cs +(ElR - E2S)Llt] (20)

Up=UR+ CpR (PR-PP)+ ElRLlt (21)r R

PP=PM+~[PP-PM-E3MLltJCM

In Eqs. (17)-(19), X will be replaced by the

desired calculating values P, p or u. And E lR,
E2S, E3M in Eqs. (20) - (22) can be calculated

from Eqs. (13)-(15) at the corresponding grid

points R, 5, and M.

(8)

(9)

( 15)

u 0 0
p

v= 0

u C C

rP rP rP

E3=(r-I)( ~ +F;t)

r- l q + Ff [u(r- l ) IJ (13)
C pm pA C

r-l q Ff[u(r-l)+I]
c pm pA c

(14)

dxdI=tl(x, t, u)

From Eqs. (8) and (9), Eq. (7) now becomes

du C dP_ dx_
dt + rP dt -E1 along dI- u+ c (10)

du C dP dx
dt - rP dt =E2 along dI=u-c (1I)

dp 2dp_ dx_
dI- c dI-E3 along dI-u (12)

For each pair of tl and u, Eq. (7) can be rewritten

in the form:

V
Tdu =vTB

dt

with m=A/S. Here we use finite differences with

the regular rectangular grid. The sampling dis

tance, dx, and the sampling time, Llt, are chosen

under the CFL stability constrain (Tannehill et
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Scheme for calculation of boundary values at

the tail and the nose of the PIG (PIG stays in

same grid space)

p...
I ,

r, P r .,

I j _1
L N N' 0'

r H r ; I
r p/(} (l j _,)--1 i

r P/G (tj )l~

Fig. 3

2.1.2 Initial conditions

In the absence of field data concerning the

initial field variable distributions, it is assumed

that steady state variable distributions are used

for the initial conditions. These values can be

obtained by using the analytical Eqs. (I), (2) and

(6):

up=constant (23)

du I [FfU +( I) a ] (24)
dx p(uz-cz) r-X- r: m
~~=-51 + uz~cz[rFAU +(r-1)~J (25)

2.1.3.1 Given flow rate at pipe inlet and

outlet

Flow velocity is calculated from flow rate:

The Runge-Kuta method is used for solving the

above equations to get the initial fluid variables p

(0, x), u(O, x) and P(O, x) at the given grid points

for both upstream and downstream flows.

At the pipeline inlet, the backward

characteristic is used to calculate the pressure PP
at grid point P from available data at grid points

Nand 0 as shown in Fig. 2. From Eq. (I 1), we

can obtain:

(32)

(31)

+ Xp- I- Xtail ( )Ptail=Pp-l X -x PP-PP-l
• P-l P

up=Us+ Cps (PP-Ps) +EzsLTt (29)
r s

Up=UR- CpR (PP-PR)+E1RLTt (30)
r R

At pipeline outlet, the forward characteristic is

used for calculation of the pressure PP at grid

point P from available data at points Land N as

shown in Fig. 2. From Eq. (10), we can get:

PP=PR+ rPR [-(up-uR)+EIRLTt] (28)
CR

2.1.3.2 Given pressure at pipe inlet and

outlet
In the case of given pressure boundary condi

tion, flow velocity Up is calculated at the pipeline

inlet and outlet, respectively:

The PIG can move to the next grid space as

2.1.3.3 Boundary conditions at PIG tail and

nose
With the assumption that the upstream and

downstream flows are completely decoupled by

the PIG, flow velocities at its tail and its nose

equal to its velocity. If the PIG does not move to

next grid space, we can interpolate to get flow

velocity at point P as follows:

Using this value and Eq. (28) to derive pressure

at P, then we extrapolate to get the pressure at the

tail of the PIG as follows:

(26)u(t)=Q(t)/A

2.1.3 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions at pipeline inlet and

outlet can be given in two ways: under a condi

tion of flow rate Q(t) or pressure p(t) together

with the temperature of fluid T(t). The boundary

conditions at the tail of the PIG for upstream flow

and at its nose for downstream flow depend on

dynamics behaviour of the PIG, such as its posi

tion, XPIc(t), and its velocity, VPIc(t). At a

boundary there is only one available

characteristic such as a backward characteristic at

an upstream boundary or a forward characteristic

at an downstream boundary. The unsteadiness is

initiated from the boundaries. Therefore, to

choose appropriately boundary conditions is very

important. We will consider the boundaries at

inlet and out let of pipeline, also at the tail and

nose of the PIG.
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Fig. 4 Scheme for calculation of boundary values at
the tail of the PIG(PIG moves to the next grid
space)

shown in Fig. 4. In this case, after calculation of

pressure at the tail of the PIG, flow parameters at

point PH must be derived for the next step calcu

lation.

The way of calculation flow parameters at the

nose of the PIG is the same one which has done

at its tail. Flow velocity at F and the pressure at

the nose of the PIG are given by the following:

(33)

(34)

If the PIG moves to next grid space, flow

parameters at grid point F are calculated using

Eqs. (17)-(22). Then Eq. (34) is used to derive the

pressure at the nose of the PIG.

2.2 PIG dynamics model

Forces acting on the PIG are shown in Fig. 1.

The dynamic equation of the PIG can be written

from the Newton's Second Law as follows:

d2x dx
M dt2 +Cdt+Kx=Fp(t) +FfP(t)

+Fb(t) (35)

In the above equation, the driving force Fp(t)

is derived from the differential pressure at the tail

and the nose of the PIG which are calculated from

upstream and downstream flow dynamics in each

computational step. The friction force FfP(t) be

tween the PIG and pipeline wall is assumed to be

constant including static and dynamic friction

forces. The braking force Fb(t) is applied to the

PIG when it is reaching near to the end of

pipeline to attain its stopping at its trap barrel.

The wear factor, K, includes static wear factor

and dynamic wear factor. The values of K, C and

FfP are measured from experiment. The position

Fig. 5 Computational scheme

and velocity of the PIG can be calculated from

Eq. (35) by using Range-Kuta method.

3. Computational Scheme

The steps of computing the PIG dynamics are

simplified by the computational scheme shown in

Fig. 5.

Fist of all, the sampling distance and time are

chosen and the CFL condition (16) must be

checked to make sure whether the computing is

stable or not. Then the initial values at grid points

along pipeline are calculated for both upstream

and downstream flows. If the PIG does not reach

the end of pipeline yet, the dynamics of the PIG

is calculated. From the new position and velocity

of the PIG, the dynamics of upstream and down

stream of flows are derived to get the gas pressure

at the front and the tail of the PIG. Then the

different pressure now is derived to calculate the

PIG movement in next time step. The flow

dynamic characteristics and the PIG calculations

are repeated for further time steps until the PIG

reaches the end of pipeline.
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Table 1 Numerical values for simulation

Fig. 6 Different pressure acting on the PIG

po{t)=po
uL{t)=ul.

Fig. 7 PIG velocity

o'---'----....l- --==-----=
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

TIme (s)

error

uo(t)=uo
30 p\.(t)=P L

35,.---------------

Fig. 8 PIG velocity vs. PIG position

~ 741Xl 7ElOO 7800 eooo 8200 8400 eeoo 8800 9ODO 920Cl

PIGposition (m)

stant pressure at outlet PI(t)=PI, (2) constant

pressure at inlet Po(t)=Po and constant flow at

outlet Ut(t) = UI.

Once the PIG has stopped, pressure increases at

its tail and decreases at its nose. These different

pressures are plotted in Fig. 6.

Figures 7 and 8 show the PIG velocities vs.

time and its positions. The PIG with the

boundary conditions of uo(t) and Pt(t) needs less

time for restarting and smaller maximum velocity.

In order to verify the solution accuracy, the

calculation was done with reduced sampling time

and distance. At each given sampling, the estimate

of relative error of maximum velocity of the PIG

is calculated as follows(Zwillinger, 1996)

I vdt, V d t i- 1 I
max - max X 100%

v~~x

where, V~~k and V~~\<l are the maximum velocities

of the PIG calculated with the sampling time dt,
and dt i - 1 respectively. These errors are plotted in

Fig. 9. As shown in this figure, the solution is

converged if we choose sampling time enough

small. In this simulation, we can choose the sam

pling time LIt~ 0.05s.

700500

p,(t)=p,
UL(t)=U L

SIlO"'" ...
Time Is)

uo(t)=u o
p,(t)=p,

200'00

22,.-- -_-_-_-__---,

2.0

'2o

~ u
.e 1.S
~

~ 1.4

~ t.2a
1i 1,0

~ 0,8

is 0.6

Parameters Values Units Parameters Values Units

1 14,800 m l) 1.45e-5 rn2/s

d 0.7366 rn R 518.30 J/kgK

k 0.0450 rnm r 1.40

Cc 2 W/m2K M 2320 kg

Text 15 'C C 0.74 Ns/m

Po 8 bar K 0.00 N/m

Qo 1.16 m3/s L PIG 2.00 m

po 5.44 kg/rn3
XPIGO 7,400 rn

PI 7.65 bar VPIGO 0.00 m/s

Ql 1.16 m3/s
F 1Psta 2.00 bar

PI 5.20 kg/rn" F1Pd.Yn 0.33 bar

T 15 'C F b 0.00 N

4. Simulation Results

Simulation was performed with one pipeline

segment in the KOGAS low pressure system,

Ueijungboo-Sangye line. The numerical values of

system parameters used in this simulation are

based on the Korea Gas Corporation (2000) and

are given in Table 1. The simulation assumes that

the PIG has stopped at a mid-line position by

obstruction (debris or deposit), pressure behind

the PIG must be increased to overcome both

obstructions causing the stoppage and the static

friction. Then, the PIG accelerates until the dif

ferent pressure abates to a level required to over

come the static and dynamic friction.

The sampling time Llt=0.05s and sampling

distance Llx=40m are using in this simulation.

The following boundary conditions are used:

(I) constant flow at inlet uo(t)=uo and con-
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0 ,. 1 1.0 0.1 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3 02 0.1 0.ll8 om 0.03 om0.01

Sampling time dl (s)

Fig. 9 Estimate of relative error of maximum velo
city of the PIG

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a computational scheme

using MOC and regular rectangular grid for

estimating the PIG dynamics when it flows in

natural gas pipeline. The proposed solution is

converged with enough small sampling time and

sampling distance. This approach is quite efficient

for modelling the rapid flow transient and the

PIG dynamics as shown in the simulation results.

The PIG dynamics depends on the pipeline oper

ating conditions (ex. boundary conditions). The

proposed solution can be used to predict an

undesired maximum PIG velocity, and also the

PIG dynamics for a given operational condition.

Furthermore, it is expected that the modelling

results can be used to control the velocity of the

PIG in the next study.
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Appendix

A.I Calculation of friction force Ff(white,

1999)
Darcy-Weisbach equation is used for finding pipe

head loss:

(a)

Darcy (Fanning) friction coefficient I depends on

the Reynolds number Rer-u.df v
i. Re<O.l

1=160

ii. 0.1~Re~2300

I=~
Re

iii. Re >2300, the flow is turbulent and I is given
by Colebrook-White formula:

_1__ -21 (~+kid) (b)IT - os RelT 3.7

and its reasonably good approximation is given

by the Haadland formula:

1 [6.9 (kld)l.llJIT = -1.81og Re + U-

The process of calculating I is suggested as

follows:

* Step 1: Calculating 11 from (c)

{ [
6.9 (kid )l.11J}-Z11= -1.81og Re + 3T

* Step 2: Calculating I from (b)

1=[-21og( 2.51 +kld)J-Z
Relh 3.7

* Step 3: If III- 1111~ [[error] then stop.

If 11/-/111 > [error] then 11 =1 is
assigned and go to step 1.

where, [error] is tolerance and can be chosen as

0.01%.

The pressure loss due to friction and the

friction force per unit pipe length are given re

spectively as follows:

L U
Z

ilp=hfpg=IdTP (d)

Ff= iliA =+Jrdlpuz (e)




